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Village symbols in naruto

Comments Share Add a photo to this Community Content gallery is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. in: Content, site maintenance Edit comments Share This site serves the sole purpose of holding all the different icons used on this wiki. Whether it is icons of nature such as fire, icons for villages and countries, or even
kekkei genkai / tōta, hidden techniques or whatever else is found in Naruverse. All are available here, so please keep this list updated. Thanks. Nature icons[edit | edit source] It ranges from canon to fanon nature. Fire icon. Earth icon. Wind icon. Water icon. Flash icon. Jang icon. Yin icon. Yin-Yang icon. Ash &amp; Smoke icon. Crystal
icon. Icon blaze. Dark icon. Dust icon. Explosion icon. Ice icon. Magnet icon. Burn icon. Swift icon. Steel icon. Storm icon. Light icon. An icon of the mind. Wood icon. Acid icon. Cloud icon. Bacteria icon. Pulse icon. Boiling icon. Lava icon. Nihil icon. Frost icon. Earthquake icon. Void icon. Wuji icon. Blood icon. Scalding. Speed icon.
Flower icon. Dōjutsu icons [edit source] It includes icons for different dōjutsu, both fanon and canon. Byakugan icon. Rinnegan icon. Sharingan icon. Shisui Mangekyō Sharingan icon. Izuna Mangekyō Sharingan icon. Icon burittsuai kekkei genkai. Icon kesshō burittsu kekkei genkai. Uchiha Ancestor dōjutsu icon. Ten-Tailed Beast icon.
Sage of the Six Paths icon. Shukaku icon. Daijagan icon. Icon kyoufushou Daijagan. Icon zengoranme. Land icons[edit | edit source] It moves from the ground of fire, lightning, etc. The land of fire icon. Iron Earth icon. Earth Earth icon. Lightning Earth icon. Water country icon. Wind country icon. Land of Whirlpools icon. Land of Hot Water
icon. Forest Land icon. Frost Earth icon. The earth icon of the sky. Forest land icon. Icon of the land of rivers. Icon of the land of wolves. Icon of the Land of Bears. Icon of the land of demons. Icon of the land of stone. Village icons[edit source] This includes all hidden villages and their symbols. Konohagakure icon. sunagakure icon.
Amegakure icon. Kumogakure icon. Iwagakure icon. Kirigakure icon. Uzushiogakure icon. Otogakure icon. Takigakure icon. Kusagakure icon. Yugakure icon. Hoshigakure icon. Getsugakure icon. Clan icons[edit | edit source] This is for all clans with their own icons. Nara clan icon. Katsuragi clan icon. Senju icon clan Yuki clan icon.
Suzuki clan icon. Mikoto clan icon. Kagehoko clan icon. Hazure clan icon. Icon of the Akumu clan. Icon of the Amateras clan. Uchiha clan icon. Uzumaki clan icon. Yagami clan icon. Icon of the Aburame clan. Icon of the Akimichi clan. Fūma clan icon. Icon of the Inuzuka clan. Icon Hōzuki. Hyūga clan icon. Icon of the Kaguya clan.
Sarutobi clan icon. Yamanaka clan icon. Yotsuki clan icon. Nagakura clan icon. Kanō clan icon. Icon of the Gobetsu clan. Sesshogawa clan icon. Shinja clan icon. Misuteri Clan icon. Rank icons[edit | edit source] This is Jōnin, Genin Genin ANBU icon. Jōnin icon. Icon of Chunin. Genin icon. Various icons[edit | editing source] This section
is intended for other symbols without the actual category. Akatsuki icon. Guardian Ninja Symbol icon. Cursed Seal Sasuke + Anko icon. Cursed Seal Hyūga icon. Seven Ninja Swordsman icon. A male icon. A female icon. Toad Sage icon. Allied Shinobi Forces icon. White Snake Cult icon. Medical Teams icon. East blue conglomerate
icon. Shinja no Toride icon. Daikaku-ji Temple icon. Wèi bào icon. Behind the scenes[edit | edit source] All (well, almost all) images here were created by ShounenSuki. As such, they deserve recognition for these icons, not us from the Naruto Fanon Wiki. Content maintenance content Content content content is available in cc-by-sa,
unless otherwise stated. Firestar-KelmanSep 9, 2018 I never knew there were so many villages. and what tanigakure village hidden in the valley Could be good for the folder icon, too, if you upload separately as an ico / png file ^^AReallyGoodDrawerJul 5, 2015woooo! that's a lot of head bandsIt's really cool hun!mabye you could do
individual icons with them so they could be used in the description or something maybe QUQand amg is also getsu-gakure/O/ma fave village! And some also like Sunakagure! I like Ame because of the feeling that you are in Neo futuristic New York City.Actually, I have no inspiration. xDThis is why I am drawing such random things. :'DAh,
Ame ~&lt;3 Kirigakure is still my fav though
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